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Abstract
The ImageCLEF 2007 Medical Automatic Annotation Task, base on the IRMA project a database of
11,000 fully classified radiographs was used to train a classification system and 1,000 radiographs
have to be classified. Radiography medical image always contain particular anatomic regions (lung,
liver, head, and so on). Thus, similar images have similar spatial structures. We proposed a relative
vector representation that represents the local spatial relationship between pixels. In this experiment,
we transform the gray value to relative vector which is an illumination invariant feature. We
calculate the occurrence frequency and standard deviation of relative vector as the image feature.
Based on the image feature we can find the similar image with less distance. Finally, we use the
nearest neighbor method to classify the 1000 test images.
In this task, we have submitted one run to medical annotation task. 1,000 radiographs for participants
have to be classified. The score of our result is 79.303 which is the error count. The rank of our
result is 33 of all 68 runs. The best score around all runs is 26.847 and the worst score of rank 68 is
505.618. The image feature we proposed is easy to implement and the performance of our method is
good.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 Information Search and
Retrieval; H.3.4 Systems and Software; H.3.7 Digital Libraries; H.2.3 [Database Management]:
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1. Introduction
Automatic image annotation is an important step when searching for images from a database. In this task a
database of 11,000 fully classified radiographs is made available and can be used to train a classification system.
1,000 test radiographs for which classification labels are not available have to be classified. The automatic image
annotation task does not contain any text as input for this task and is aimed at image analysis technologies.
In this task, we proposed a relative vector representation that represents the local spatial relationship between
pixels. In this experiment, we transform the gray value to relative vector which is an illumination invariant
feature. We calculate the occurrence frequency and standard deviation of relative vector as the image feature.
Based on the image feature we can find the similar image with less distance. Finally, we use the nearest neighbor
method to classify the 1000 test images.
The classification result consider the complete IRMA code to evaluate what level of detail the images will be
annotated. Therefore, errors in the annotation will be counted depending on the depth in the tree, and the
difficulty of the choice. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the employed image features
are described. Section 3 illustrates the submissions to the ImageCLEF 2007 Evaluation. Finally, Section 4
provides concluding remarks and future directions for medical image retrieval.

2. Image features
This section describes the features used in this paper for the ImageCLEF 2007 evaluation. In an image retrieval
system, image features are extracted from pixels. The extracted features are then used for similarity comparison.
For fast response, image features must be concise, and for precision, image features must contain meaningful
information to represent the image itself. Image features will directly affect the retrieval result. In this paper we
propose an illuminative invariant image features to emphasize the contrast of an image and handle images with
little illuminative influence.
2.1 Relative local image feature.
Color histogram[Swain91] is a basic method and has good performance with regards to representing image
content. The color histogram method gathers statistics about the proportion of each color as the signature of an
image. However, in medical image data, the images are gray. Histogram method quantize the gray value into
256(0~255) levels, and calculate the ratio of each level as a histogram. The histogram method lacks spatial
information between neighbors and illumination influence.
In this paper, we propose an illumination invariant relative feature to represent the content of medical image.
The brightness will affect the gray value in digital computer. However, human’s perception emphasizes the
contrast rather than the illumination of an image. The representation we designed considers human’s perception
concomitant with low level image features that have illumination invariant character.
We consider the relationship between neighbor pixels as relative features and defined three relative
relationships: equal, bigger, and less. Previous techniques using a single pixel as the basic unit of measure are
dominated by the absolute gray value. We propose a relative local feature in which each pixel refers to two
neighbor pixels as a basic unit of measure to generate relative vectors. Thus, the basic unit of measure is a
relative vector and thus illumination invariant. The detailed definition of relative vector is defined as following:
Definion 1: Relation R, any two neighbor pixels pi and pj have a relationship; the relation R is defined as
follows:
R(pi, pj)={ 0 if gray_value(pi)=gray_value(pj)
1 if gray_value(pi)>gray_value(pj)
2 if gray_value(pi)<gray_value(pj)
}
As pixel(x,y) of image, the relative vector(RV) is defined as Definition 2.
Definition 2: Each pixel refers to two neighbor pixels (down, right) to generate a relative identify feature.
RV(pixel(x,y))=
< R(pixel(x,y),pixel(x+1,y)), R(pixel(x,y),pixel(x,y+1)),R(pixel(x+1,y), pixel(x,y+1))>
All pixels of images will be translated into a relative vector, RV∈{[0-2],[0-2],[0-2]}. The relative vector
total can be categorized into 27 classes, we can translate the relative vector RV(pixel(x,y)) into an integer for fast
computations. We hash the relative vector into one of 27 classes by equation (1).
Let RV(pixel(x,y))=< i, j, k>,
Class(RV(pixel(x,y)))=i*3^2+j*3^1+k (1)
The representation based on the relative relation between pixels to denote an image will have an
illumination invariant character. Second, as in above definition each pixel refers to two neighbors (down, right)
to generate the RV. The relative vector we proposed will have local spatial information between neighbor pixels.
Up to now, an image will be translated into an illumination invariant representation. Each pixel refers to two
neighboring pixels will fall into a class. Next, we partition an image into four areas and calculate the occurrence
frequency, average distribution distance and spatial standard deviation of each area separate as the image feature.
As an image, the final signature representation totally has 324 features. We will now describe the calculation of
average distribution distance and spatial standard deviation.
There are n pixels in a class. (xi, yi) are the coordinates of pixel pi, and (ux, uy) is the centroid of the pixels.
ud is the average distance of pixels from (ux, uy). std is the standard deviation of pixels from (ux, uy). The
calculation equation is described as following.
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For each class, we get the ud and std as the moment of spatial distribution to describe the global spatial
relationship. An image will first be translated into an illumination invariant vector space. We calculate the
occurrence frequency, average distance and standard deviation of each class as the feature of an image. As an
image, signature representation totally has 324 vectors in total.
The similarity between two features is evaluated by a distance metric. Two images Ia and Ib that have
smaller distance are more similar. The equation (2) is the distance metric formula.
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SIM_RF(Ia,Ib)= ∑

| f i ( I a ) − f i ( I b ) | +α × | f i ( I a ) + f i ( I b ) | ×

i =0

(| ud i ( I a ) − ud i ( I b ) | + λ× | std i ( I a ) − std i ( I b ) |)

(2)

Where fi is the occurrence frequency of classi, udi is the average distance of pixels from centroid of classi and stdi
is the standard deviation of distance with respect to the average distance. We set α=0.4 and λ=2 in this
experiment.

2.2 Correlogram feature.

Based on the relative vector, the extracted image feature is more stable than directly operate on gray value in
different illumination. After the relative feature transform, we analyze the image pixels by modified correlogram
algorithm. The definition of the correlogram [Ma97] is in Eq. (3). Let D denote a set of fixed distances {d1, d2,
d3,…, dn}. The correlogram of an image I is defined as the probability of a color pair (ci, cj) at a distance d.

γ cdi ,c j ( I ) =

Pr

p1∈ci , p2 ∈I

{ p2 ∈ c j | p1 − p 2 |= d } .

(3)

For computational efficiency, the autocorrelogram is defined in Eq. (4)

λdci ( I ) =

Pr

p1 ∈ci , p 2 ∈I

{ p2 ∈ ci | p1 − p2 |= d } .

(4)

Our modified correlogram algorithm works as follows. Any two pixels have a distance, and we estimate the
probability that the distance falls within an interval. The distance intervals we set are {(0,2), (2,4), (4,6), (6,8),
(8,12), (12,16), (16,26), (26,36), (36,46), (46,56), (56,76), (76,100)}.We calculate the probability of each interval
to form the correlogram vector. For 27 classes, we totally have 324 feature bins.
The similarity between two features is evaluated by a distance metric. Two images Ia and Ib that have smaller
distance are more similar.
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SIM_CF(Ia,Ib)= ∑ ∑ (cf a − cf b )
i =0 j =0

3. Submissions to the ImageCLEF 2007 Evaluation
In ImageCLEF 2007, the medical automatic annotation task considers the complete IRMA code and penalizes
misclassifications at different levels of the code differently. For every code, the maximal possible error is

calculated and the errors are normed such that a completely wrong decision (i.e. all positions wrong) gets an
error count of 1 and a completely correctly classified image has an error of 0. A detailed description of the error
counting scheme is in [Thomas07]
Examples:
correct: 318a
classified error count
318a 0.0
318* 0.0244653860094
3187 0.0489307720188
31*a 0.0824574121058
31** 0.0824574121058
3177 0.164914824212
3*** 0.34342152954
32** 0.686843059079
1000 1.0
In this task, we have submitted one run to medical annotation task. 1,000 radiographs for participants have to be
classified. The score of our result is 79.303 which is the error count. The rank of our result is 33 of all 68 runs.
The best score around all runs is 26.847 and the score of rank 68 is 505.618. The image feature we proposed is
easy to implement and the performance of our method is good.

4. Conclusions and future work
The medical image application is unlike general-propose images. In general propose images, the image
representation always consider the invariance in image rotation, zooming and shift. Medical images have more
stable camera settings than general propose images; therefore, the spatial information becomes very important in
medical images, and we must improve the representation regarding spatial relation in this kind of images. On the
other hand, radiography medical image is gray image that the similarity counting wills be influence by
illumination. In this paper, an illumination invariant image feature is proposed for medical image data. The
proposed image feature immunizes against illumination and has local spatial information. In the result also have
good performance. In the future, we try to design a pyramid relative vector for fast medical image retrieval.
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